**MEDICAL EQUIPMENT**

Military first aid kits
Hemostatic turnstile
Hemostatic bandage elastic
Individual bandage package (IBP)
Hemostatic bandage
Atraumatic scissors
Nasopharyngeal tube
Medical thermal blankets
Occlusive sticker (for penetrating wounds)
Eye protector
Decompression needles (for pneumothorax)
Patch in roll
Permanent marker
A powerful painkiller

**COLD PROTECTION**

Sleeping bags and mats
Fleece hats
Neckties

**FIELD TOOLS**

Tactical bags
Small tactical shoulder bags
MOLLE bags
Headlights
Headlamps
Army binoculars and monoculars
Thermal cameras, thermal imaging
Night vision device with helmet headband
Walkie-talkies
Portable radios
Radio stations
VHF antennas
Portable power banks
Wide tactical unloading belts
Rechargeable spotlights
The simplest smartphones with 4G
Android tablets

**DEFENSE AID**

Unloading systems for bulletproof vests
Fasteners for optical sights on rifles
Shoulder strap system for ammunition and equipment
Plate vest
Wide tactical unloading belts
Bulletproof vests
Tactical knee pads
Shooting goggles
Tactical shooting gloves
Kevlar helmets with attachment for night vision devices and thermal cameras